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Greetings Brothers of the Northwest Province,  

 Throughout the spring semester, there has been an initiative to increase interchapter 

social media presence through use of the Facebook page. There have been two newly established 

series on our Facebook wall; the Province Chapter Event Highlight and Province Officer 

Spotlight. By showcasing the unique opportunities provided from respective chapters, this would 

to promote brotherhood, innovative collaboration, and engagement within the province. Brothers 

are able to see the great things other chapters are doing, where this may inspire new or improved 

events. Due to the geographic layout of the province, it is often difficult to develop a personal 

relationship or get to really know the Executive Board. With the introduction of the Officer 

Spotlight, brothers can catch a glimpse of the individuals who are leading the province and how 

the brotherhood has impacted their journey thus far. Furthermore, there is hope that increasing 

awareness of the Executive Board positions will draw more interest in candidates running for the 

positions.  

 From a social media and historical collection standpoint, there is a lot of work that will 

planned during the summer. Historians within the Province are planning a conference call in late 

June to formulate a common vision that will be shared in each respective chapter. By having a 

shared goal within the position, historians are able to consistently communicate and collaborate 

together in order to see how the position can be expanded upon. Additionally, enhancing the 

Province’s social media presence will continue through use of the Instagram page. There was a 

conference call held with the Province Webmaster, where there were discussions continuing the 

seasonal Province Newsletter and streamlining media content from each chapter onto a single 

platform, such as a Google Drive.  

 In order to promote additional awareness of the opportunities available through the 

Province, there will be video created from Summer Province Assembly content. Through use of 

this advertisement tool, rushees and brothers who have not gone to a Province Assembly before 

can see how much more of the brotherhood there is that lies beyond their campus’ boundary.  
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